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Abstract
We consider linear parabolic equations of second order in a Sobolev space setting. We
obtain existence and uniqueness results for such equations on a closed two-dimensional
manifold, with minimal assumptions about the regularity of the coefﬁcients of the elliptic
operator. In particular, we derive a priori estimates relating the Sobolev regularity of the
coefﬁcients of the elliptic operator to that of the solution. The results obtained are used in
conjunction with an iteration argument to yield existence results for quasilinear parabolic
equations.
r 2004 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
We aim to prove existence and uniqueness results for linear parabolic equations of
the form
@tu þ Atu ¼ g on M2  ½0;NÞ;
u ¼ u0 on M2  f0g ð1:1Þ
on a closed, two-dimensional, CN-manifold M2:
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Linear parabolic equations on manifolds in the Sobolev space setting receive
surprisingly little attention in the existing literature and the treatments that do exist
are either ﬂawed or are not general enough to allow the linear theory to be applied to
quasilinear problems. Even modern accounts [1,2,9,12] only consider the case where
the coefﬁcients of the elliptic operator At are bounded functions. This being the case,
these accounts do not allow us to understand how the Sobolev regularity of the
coefﬁcients of At might effect that of the solution. The treatment in [8, Chapter III]
does allow for the coefﬁcients of the elliptic operator to be unbounded; in fact they
can be as bad as the ensuing theorems permit, but such a treatment does not seem to
permit the linear Sobolev theory to be applied to the quasilinear problem. The
quasilinear existence results in [8] are arrived at by appealing to the Ho¨lder space
theory.
Friedman [4] describes an abstract approach to parabolic equations based on a
variant of the Lax-Milgram Lemma, developing ideas originally due to Lions [10]
and Tre`ves [14]. However, as pointed out by Polden [11], Friedman’s account of the
result is inaccurate. Friedman proves existence results for the linear equation with
zero initial conditions after imposing conditions on the source term g; [4, Theorem
17]. As Polden states, this in itself is not an error but it does have bearing on the
utility of the result. In particular, if we encounter a parabolic equation that is
connected with some physical process then the assumptions about the forcing term
amount to assumptions about the physical processes involved. This being the case,
when considering a particular physical situation one may ﬁnd that Friedman’s result
simply does not apply.
The assumption also has theoretical implications. Again as pointed out by Polden
[11], the assumption has bearing on what may be considered as appropriate initial
data. Friedman goes on to claim in a remark that one may freely prescribe the initial
values u0 by considering the equation for u 
 u0: But this gives an equation in which
the forcing term no longer satisﬁes the assumption; the theorem, as stated by
Friedman, no longer applies.
This problem can be corrected, however, by extending the initial data as
a function in the cylinder with time derivatives that take on arbitrary
initial values (subject to auxiliary compatibility and boundary conditions) as is
done in [8, Chapter IV]. The problem is also corrected in a somewhat
more elegant way in [11], where Polden derives existence results for the linear
equation that do not require the conditions imposed on the forcing term by
Friedman. Polden’s treatment, however, only addresses the case where
the elliptic operator At has coefﬁcients belonging to the class of smooth
functions. This again is not an error, merely a restriction on the validity of the
results obtained. The restricted validity of Polden’s results are revealed,
however, when he goes on to obtain existence results for quasilinear parabolic
equations. He mistakenly assumes that solutions of the so-called frozen linear
problem approach those of the quasilinear problem in the sense of Sobolev
norms, when the closeness is only in the pointwise sense. The problem can be
remedied, but only by relinquishing the smoothness assumption about the
coefﬁcients of At:
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As part of the treatment in this paper we will consider the coefﬁcients of the
operator At as measurable functions over M
2  ½0;NÞ satisfying the weakest
possible regularity conditions producing a solution of prescribed regularity. In doing
this we achieve enough ﬂexibility in the Sobolev regularity of the coefﬁcients to allow
application of the linear Sobolev theory to obtain quasilinear existence results. In
Section 2 we will deﬁne the parabolic Sobolev spaces in which we will show the
existence and uniqueness of solutions to (1.1). In Section 3 we will ﬁrst state and
prove a slightly more general version of the variant of the Lax-Milgram Lemma than
the one used by Freidman and Polden, before using it to establish the weak existence
of solutions to (1.1). In Section 4 we generalise ideas originally due to Polden and
derive a priori estimates for the linear equation before establishing the higher
regularity of solutions to the linear equation. The results of Section 4 are summarised
in Theorem 4.12. This Theorem then serves as the main tool in obtaining existence
and uniqueness results for quasilinear parabolic equations in Section 5, where we use
the Inverse Function Theorem and a construction process reminiscent of Picard
iteration to establish Theorem 5.17.
The results presented in this paper have recently been applied in the case where
M2 ¼ S2; to obtain existence and uniqueness results for a coupled parabolic/elliptic
system of partial differential equations arising in the initial value problem of General
Relativity, [13]. In addition, the methods of obtaining the existence, uniqueness and
regularity of solutions to parabolic equations employed in this paper could be
extended to accommodate higher-order parabolic equations, such as that associated
with the gradient ﬂow of the Willmore functional [7], for example, on higher-
dimensional closed CN-manifolds. This is in contrast to the Ho¨lder space approach
for establishing the higher regularity of solutions to second-order quasilinear
parabolic equations, via the DeGiorgi–Nash estimates, where there is nothing
comparable known for higher-order equations.
2. Deﬁnitions and notation
We let At be a linear differentiable operator of second order on M
2; which is
expressible in divergence form. That is, for a twice differentiable function u :M2 
½0;NÞ-R; we may write Atu in local coordinates as
Atuðx; tÞ ¼ 
Djðaijðx; tÞDiuðx; tÞÞ þ biðx; tÞDiuðx; tÞ þ cðx; tÞuðx; tÞ: ð2:1Þ
To ensure that (1.1) is a parabolic equation we assume that the operator At is an
elliptic operator for each value of t; in the sense that for each xATM2; and each ﬁxed
tA½0;NÞ we have
aijðx; tÞxixjXy %gijðxÞxixj: ð2:2Þ
for a.e. xAM2; where y40 is a constant and where %g is the metric on M2:
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Utilising the divergence form of the operator and integration by parts, we also
introduce the bilinear form associated with At (which we denote by At) deﬁned on
H1ðM2Þ  H1ðM2Þ
Atðu; vÞ ¼
I
Atuv dm %g
¼
I

DjðaijDiuÞ v þ biDiuv þ cuv dm %g
¼
I
aðDu; DvÞ þ b  Duv þ cuv dm %g; ð2:3Þ
where we use Du to denote the gradient of u:
Our plan is to recast (1.1) in a Hilbert space setting and use a variant of the Lax-
Milgram lemma to gain weak existence. To this end we deﬁne the following weighted
inner products. Let f ; g : M2  ½0;NÞ-R be smooth functions and let
/f ; gSLHsn ¼
Z N
0
e
2nt/f ð; tÞ; gð; tÞSHsðM2Þ dt; ð2:4Þ
/f ; gSHHn ¼ /f ; gSLH1n þ/@t f ; @tgSLH0n : ð2:5Þ
We deﬁne LHsn and HHn to be the Hilbert spaces formed by completion of C
NðM2 
½0;NÞÞ in the corresponding norms. Furthermore, we let F ¼ CNc ðM2  ½0;NÞÞ be
the space of smooth functions which vanish for very large times, and let HHcn denote
the completion of F in HHn:
Lemma 2.1. HHn ¼ HHcn :
Proof. Clearly HHcnCHHn so we need only show the opposite inclusion. Take
fAHHn and deﬁne the smooth cut-off function
wTðtÞ ¼
1; tpT ;
0; tX2T

that satisﬁes the gradient bound
sup
tAðT ;2TÞ
j@twT jp
2
T
:
Then wT fAHH
c
n for each T40: Recalling (2.5), we have
jjwT f 
 f jj2HHn ¼ jjwT f 
 f jj
2
LH1n
þ jj@tðwT f 
 f Þjj2LH0n :
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Focusing on the ﬁrst term on the right we ﬁnd that
jjwT f 
 f jj2LH1n ¼
Z N
0
e
2ntjwT 
 1j2jj f jj2H1ðM2Þ dt
p
Z N
T
e
2ntjj f jj2H1ðM2Þ dt;
which is seen to converge to zero in the limit as T-N; since fAHHn: Turning
attention to the second term we have
jj@tðwT f 
 f Þjj2LH0np 2
Z N
0
e
2nt
I
jðwT 
 1Þ@t f j2 þ j@twT f j2 dm %g dt
p 2
Z N
T
e
2ntjj@t f jj2L2ðM2Þ dt þ
8
T2
jj f jj2LH0n
which is also seen to converge to zero in the limit as T-N:
Therefore jjwT f 
 f jjHHn-0 as T-N; which is to say that f is the limit of the
sequence fwT f gNT¼1 in the complete space HHcn : It follows that fAHHcn : &
We now deﬁne a weak solution of (1.1) as a function uAHHn that satisﬁes
/@tu;fSLH0n þ
Z N
0
e
2ntAtðu;fÞ dt ¼ /g;fSLH0n ; ð2:6Þ
for each fAHHn; and uðx; 0Þ ¼ u0ðxÞ:
When we come to consider the higher regularity of solutions of (2.6) we will make
use of the Hilbert space
P mn ¼ f f : M2  ½0;NÞ-R : jj@it f jjLH2ðm
iÞn oN; 8ipmg ð2:7Þ
and its associated inner product
/f ; gSP mn ¼
X
ipm
/@it f ; @
i
tgSLH2ðm
iÞn : ð2:8Þ
Roughly speaking, a parabolic equation tells us that one time derivative is equivalent
to two space derivatives. Hence, the Hilbert space P mn describes the set of functions
that are in total 2m times differentiable. We also make the following deﬁnition in
order to classify functions that have odd total derivative.
P mþ1=2n ¼ f f : M2  ½0;NÞ-R : jj@it f jjLH2ðm
iÞþ1n oN; 8ipmg ð2:9Þ
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and its associated inner product
/f ; gS
P
mþ1=2
n
¼
X
ipm
/@it f ; @
i
tgSLH2ðm
iÞþ1n : ð2:10Þ
Note that P0n ¼ LH0n and P1=2n ¼ LH1n :
3. Weak existence
In chapter 2 of [11] the author proves existence results for linear parabolic
equations under the assumption that the coefﬁcients of the elliptic operator At
belong to the class CNðM2  ½0;NÞÞ: In this section we reproduce many of the
results of chapter 2 of [11] only with weaker assumptions about the coefﬁcients. We
begin by establishing a coercivity result for the operator At: The result (Ga˚rding’s
inequality) is well known and applies in a much more general context than will be
addressed here. Our main concern here is to study the effect that the regularity of the
coefﬁcients of the operator At has on the result.
Lemma 3.1. Let uð; tÞAH1ðM2Þ and suppose there is e40 such that the coefficients of
the operator At satisfy
aijð; tÞxixjXyjxj2; 8xATM2;
bið; tÞAL2þeðM2Þ;
cð; tÞAL1þeðM2Þ
for each tA½0;NÞ: Then for each tA½0;NÞ we have
Atðu; uÞXy
2
jjuð; tÞjj2H1ðM2Þ 
 gjjuð; tÞjj2L2ðM2Þ; ð3:1Þ
Explicitly, g is given by
g ¼ e
yðeþ 4Þ
4d
y2ðeþ 4Þ
 !4
e
jjbjj2L2þeðM2Þ þ
e
eþ 2
2d
y2ðeþ 2Þ
 !2
e
jjcjj2L1þeðM2Þ þ y;
where d ¼ 4 Csjjbjj2L2þeðM2Þ þ yCs0jjcjj2L1þeðM2Þ
 
; and where Cs and Cs
0 are constants
arising from the Sobolev inequality.
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Proof. Firstly ﬁx a tA½0;NÞ: By virtue of the ellipticity condition (2.2),
y
I
jDuj2 dm %gp
I
aðDu; DuÞ dm %g
pAtðu; uÞ þ
I
jbj jDuj juj þ jcj juj2 dm %g
pAtðu; uÞ þ
I
1
4d1
jbj2 juj2 þ d1jDuj2 þ jcj juj2 dm %g
pAtðu; uÞ þ 1
4d1
jjbjj2L2þeðM2Þjjujj2L2þ4=eðM2Þ þ jjcjjL1þeðM2Þ jjujj2L2þ2=eðM2Þ
þ d1jjDujj2L2ðM2Þ
pAtðu; uÞ þ 1
4d1
jjbjj2L2þeðM2Þ d2jjujj2L4þ8=eðM2Þ þ C1ðe; d2Þjjujj2L2ðM2Þ
 
þ d1jjDujj2L2ðM2Þ þ jjcjjL1þeðM2Þ d2jjujj2L4þ4=eðM2Þ þ C2ðe; d2Þjjujj2L2ðM2Þ
 
pAtðu; uÞ þ Csd2
4d1
jjbjj2L2þeðM2Þ þ d1 þ d2Cs0jjcjj2L1þeðM2Þ
	 

jjujj2H1ðM2Þ
þ C1ðe; d2Þ
4d1
jjbjj2L2þeðM2Þ þ C2ðe; d2Þjjcjj2L1þeðM2Þ
	 

jjujj2L2ðM2Þ;
where we have used Cauchy’s inequality, the Ho¨lder inequality, the interpolation
inequality and the Sobolev inequality in turn, respectively. The constants d1 and d2
are arbitrary and will be ﬁxed later; they arise in the application of Cauchy’s
inequality and the interpolation inequality, respectively. The constants Cs and Cs
0
arise in the application of the Sobolev inequality and hence only depend on e: The
constants C1ðe; d2Þ and C2ðe; d2Þ; which arise during the application of the
interpolation inequality, may be calculated explicitly to be
C1ðe; d2Þ ¼ eeþ 4
4
d2ðeþ 4Þ
	 
4
e
and C2ðe; d2Þ ¼ eeþ 2
2
d2ðeþ 2Þ
	 
2
e
:
Thus choosing
d1 ¼ y
4
;
and
d2 ¼ y
2
4ðCsjjbjj2L2þeðM2Þ þ yCs0jjcjj2L1þeðM2ÞÞ
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so that
Csd2
4d1
jjbjj2L2þeðM2Þ þ d1 þ d2Cs0jjcjj2L1þeðM2Þ ¼
y
2
;
we ﬁnd
C1ðe; d2Þ ¼ eeþ 4
16ðCsjjbjj2L2þeðM2Þ þ yCs0jjcjj2L1þeðM2ÞÞ
y2ðeþ 4Þ
 !4
e
;
and
C2ðe; d2Þ ¼ eeþ 2
8ðCsjjbjj2L2þeðM2Þ þ yCs0jjcjj2L1þeðM2ÞÞ
y2ðeþ 2Þ
 !2
e
:
Adding yjjujj2L2ðM2Þ to both sides of the inequality, we obtain (3.1). &
We note here in passing that u is a solution of (1.1) if and only if u˜ ¼ ue
Mt is a
solution of
@tu˜ þ ðAt þ MÞu˜ ¼ ge
Mt:
Hence if we choose M ¼ g; the weight given to the L2 norm in (3.1), we see that
ðAt þ gÞðf;fÞ ¼Atðf;fÞ þ gjjfjj2L2ðM2ÞX
y
2
jjfjj2H1ðM2Þ;
and so it is enough to solve equations in which the operator At is strictly coercive.
We will assume this to be the case from here on.
To conﬁrm the existence of a solution of (2.6) we will use the following variant of
the Lax-Milgram Lemma. Unlike the usual Lax-Milgram Lemma, which concerns
bicontinuous, bilinear functionals operating on H  H; for some Hilbert space H;
the following result deals with bilinear functionals acting on H  F; where F is an
inner product space, continuously embedded in H: We do not assume that F is
complete, or even that F is dense in H: We also relax one of the continuity
assumptions on the bilinear form. Surprisingly the result goes through with almost
the same conclusion! Relinquishing the density of F in H does come with a cost,
however; the element of H; whose existence is inferred by the Lemma, need not be
unique. The basic result is given in Friedman [4]. The question of uniqueness is not
addressed there however, so for the sake of completeness we give the proof here,
elaborating on some of the details.
Lemma 3.2. Let ðH; jj  jjHÞ be a Hilbert space and ðF; jj  jjFÞ be an inner-product
space continuously embedded in H: Let F :H  F-R be a bilinear form satisfying the
following properties
(i) the mapping h/Fðh;jÞ is continuous on H for each fixed jAF; and
(ii) F is coercive on F : Fðj;jÞXljjjjj2F; for some l40:
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Then if LAF is a continuous functional, there exists uLAH such that LðjÞ ¼
FðuL;jÞ for each jAF: If, in addition F is dense in H; then uLAH is unique.
Proof. For every jAF the mapping h/Fðh;jÞ is bounded and linear and is
therefore an element of H: By the Reisz Representation Theorem, there is a unique
zAH such that
Fðh;jÞ ¼ /h; zSH ;
for all hAH: Since there is a unique zAH for each ﬁxed jAF; we can deﬁne a
mapping K :F-H such that Kj ¼ z; and so Fðh;jÞ ¼ /h; KjSH : Note also that
the bilinearity of F means that K must be a linear map.
If Kj ¼ 0 then,
0 ¼ j/j; KjSH j ¼ jFðj;jÞjXljjjjj2F;
using the coercivity of F on F: This implies that j ¼ 0 and hence that the mapping K
is injective. The inverse R0 of K is then deﬁned on KF and has range F: Setting
Kj ¼ a; so that j ¼ R0a; we have
ljjR0ajj2FpjFðj;jÞj ¼ j/j; KjSH jpjjjjjH jjKjjjHpcjjjjjFjjKjjjH ¼ cjjR0ajjFjjajjH ;
where the last inequality follows from the fact that F is continuously embedded in H:
Cancellation then gives
jjR0ajjFp
c
l
jjajjH ;
and so R0 is a continuous, linear mapping from KF onto F:
Now if hAKF; the closure of KF (with respect to the topology derived from the
norm on H), then there is a sequence fhng in KF such that hn-h (with respect to
jj  jjH ) but since R0 is continuous and linear, this implies that the sequence fR0hng in
F is Cauchy and so there is a yAbF; the completion of F (under the norm on F) such
that R0hn-y: Hence deﬁning bR0h ¼ y; R0 may be extended to the continuous linear
operator
bR0 : KF-bF:
The given functional L :F-R may also be extended into a continuous linear
functional on bF; and so again by the Reisz Representation Theorem, there is a
unique xLAbF such that LðjÞ ¼ /xL;jSF for all fAbF:
Since Fðh;jÞ ¼ /h; KjSH ; showing there exists a uLAH such that LðjÞ ¼
FðuL;jÞ for each jAF is equivalent to showing there exists a uLAH such that
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/xL;jSF ¼ /uL; KjSH for all jAF; that is,
/uL; aSH ¼ /xL; R0aSF for all aAKF:
It remains to show there is such a uL:
Let P : H-KF be the projection onto KF: Then R ¼ %R03P : H-bF is a
continuous, linear operator. Its adjoint R : bF-H; deﬁned by /bj; RfSF ¼
/Rbj; fSH ; for all bjAbF; fAH is also a continuous linear operator. If aAKF then
R0a ¼ Ra and so
/xL; R0aSF ¼ /xL; RaSF ¼ /RxL; aSH ;
for all aAKF: Hence uL ¼ RxL is the sought after element of H:
To prove the last part of the theorem consider the mapping h/Fðh;jÞ ¼
/h; KjSH : Suppose /h; KjSH ¼ 0 for all jAF: This is equivalent to supposing
that /h; zSH ¼ 0 for all zAKF; which implies that hAKF>: If F is dense in H;
however, then KF
> ¼ f0g which is to say that the mapping h/Fðh;jÞ has trivial
kernel. Hence uL is unique. &
We now proceed to establish the existence of weak solutions of (1.1). We begin by
gaining an existence result for zero initial data; existence in the case of more general
initial data will then follow as an easy corollary.
Theorem 3.3. Let At be a strictly coercive operator, elliptic in the sense that (2.2) is
satisfied for each tA½0;NÞ and with coefficients satisfying aij ¼ aji and
a; b; c; @taALNðM2  ½0;NÞÞ: Also let
n0 ¼ 1ymax jj@tajjN þmaxðjjbjjN; jjcjjNÞ; 2 maxðjjbjjN; jjcjjNÞð Þ: ð3:2Þ
If gALH0n then the equation
@tu þ Atu ¼ g; uðx; 0Þ ¼ 0; ð3:3Þ
has a unique weak solution in HHn; provided n4n0:
Proof. Let F ¼ CNc ðM2  ½0;NÞÞ: We deﬁne a bilinear form F ; on HHn  F as
Fðw;fÞ ¼ /@tw; @tfSLH0n þ
Z N
0
e
2ntAtðw; @tfÞ dt; ð3:4Þ
and the linear functional LAF by
LðfÞ ¼ /g; @tfSLH0n : ð3:5Þ
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If we ﬁx fAF then it is easily veriﬁed that the bilinear form F is continuous in w with
respect to the HHn norm, provided the coefﬁcients of the operator At are bounded
over M2  ½0;NÞ: It is also a trivial matter to check that L too is continuous with
respect to this norm, given that gALH0n :
To establish the coercivity of the bilinear form F ; let fAF; then
Fðf;fÞ ¼ jj@tfjj2LH0n þ
Z N
0
e
2ntAtðf; @tfÞ dt:
Let I denote the second term on the right. Explicitly in terms of cooordinates, this
term is
I ¼
Z N
0
e
2nt
I
aijDifDj@tfþ biDif@tfþ cf@tf dm %g dt:
Letting I1 denote the ﬁrst term and I2 denote the remaining lower order terms, it is
easily seen that
I2X
maxðjjbjjN; jjcjjNÞ
1
2
jjfjj2LH1n þ jj@tfjj
2
LH0n
	 

Similarly, with the proviso that að; Þ is a symmetric bilinear form, partial integration
in time gives
I1 ¼
Z N
0
e
2nt naðDf; DfÞ 
 1
2
@taðDf; DfÞ
 
dt
X
ny
2

 1
2
jj@tajjN
	 

jjfjj2LH1n :
Combining these two estimates we obtain
IX
ny
2

 1
2
jj@tajjN 

1
2
max jjbjjN; jjcjjNð Þ
	 

jjfjj2LH1n 
maxðjjbjjN; jjcjjNÞjj@tfjj
2
LH0n
:
Hence if n is chosen so that
n4
1
y
maxðjj@tajjN þmaxðjjbjjN; jjcjjNÞ; 2 maxðjjbjjN; jjcjjNÞÞ;
we can ensure that F is strictly coercive on F F with respect to the HHn norm.
Thus by Lemma 3.3, since F is dense in HHn; there is a unique uLAHHn for which
FðuL;fÞ ¼ LðfÞ for all fAF:
We are now almost at liberty to proclaim the existence of a solution of (2.6). The
fact that stops us doing so is that we have thus far only tested (1.1) against functions
with zero average over time, that is, functions which can be expressed as a time
derivative of some other function. Thus we still have the possibility that the uL
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provided by Lemma 3.2 above, differs from a solution to (2.6) by a time constant
function.
In fact, this problem does not arise because of the weighting given to the measure.
Fix some cAF; let
cBðx; tÞ ¼
0; 0ptoB
cðx; t 
 BÞ; tXB

and consider the function
Cðx; tÞ ¼ cðx; tÞ 
 cBðx; tÞ;
where B is assumed large enough so that the support of the second term does not
overlap with that of the ﬁrst. This function averages over time to zero, and so it can
be represented as @tf for some fAF: Hence
/@tuL;CSLH0n þ
Z N
0
e
2ntAtðuL;CÞ dt ¼ /g;CSLH0n
holds for any sufﬁciently large choice of B and therefore in the limit as B-N: We
have
lim
B-N
Z B
0
e
2ntð/@tuL;cSL2ðM2Þ þAtðuL;cÞ 
/g;cSL2ðM2ÞÞ dt
	 

¼ lim
B-N
Z N
B
e
2ntð/@tuL;cBSL2ðM2Þ þAtðuL;cBÞ 
/g;cBSL2ðM2ÞÞ dt
	 

:
Due to the weighting given to the measure, however, the right-hand side of the
above equation is zero. Taking the limit on the left we have
/@tuL;cSLH0n þ
Z N
0
e
2ntAtðuL;cÞ dt ¼ /g;cSLH0n ;
for any cAF; and hence by completion any cAHHn: That is to say, uL is the unique
weak solution of (3.3). &
It is now a simple matter to obtain an existence and uniqueness result for more
general initial data.
Corollary 3.4. Suppose the hypotheses of Theorem 3.3 are satisfied. Suppose further
that u0AH2ðM2Þ: The equation
@tu þ Atu ¼ g; uðx; 0Þ ¼ u0ðxÞ ð3:6Þ
has a unique weak solution in HHn; provided n is sufficiently large.
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Proof. First deﬁne the smooth cut-off function
wTðtÞ ¼
1; tpT ;
0; tX2T :

Let v ¼ u 
 wTðtÞu0 and consider the equation
@tv þ Atv ¼ g 
 AtðwTðtÞu0Þ; vðx; 0Þ ¼ 0: ð3:7Þ
Since u0AH2ðM2Þ we have g 
 AtðwTðtÞu0ÞALH0n ; and so Theorem 3.3 implies that,
for sufﬁciently large n; there is a unique vAHHn satisfying (3.7), which in turn implies
that there is a unique uAHHn satisfying (3.6). &
This last result is less than optimal. The natural class for initial data for such
problems is H1ðM2Þ; not H2ðM2Þ: This problem will correct itself, however, when
we come to consider a priori estimates for the solution obtained in the previous
result.
4. A priori estimates for linear parabolic equations
In this section we concern ourselves with the question of regularity of the solutions
obtained in the previous section.
Our starting point for the derivation of a priori estimates is to suppose that
uAHHn; for some n chosen large enough to justify the existence of u; and solves
Eq. (2.6) for any smooth, compactly supported f; and hence by completion for any
f in the broader class LH1n : We suppose also that u has initial values u0 which are
taken on only in L2ðM2Þ:
Before deriving the a priori estimates we will ﬁrst prove a small technical lemma
which will be used extensively in the work to come.
Lemma 4.1. Any fAHHn; with initial value f0AL2ðM2Þ; satisfies the identity
/@t f ; fSLH0n ¼ n jj f jj
2
LH0n

 1
2
jj f0jj2L2ðM2Þ: ð4:1Þ
Proof. The result is simply integration by parts in time. We have
/@t f ; fSLH0n ¼
Z N
0
e
2nt
I
@t ff dm %gdt
¼ 

Z N
0
I
@tðe
2ntf Þf dm %g dt þ
I
f 2e
2ntjN0 dm %g
¼ 2njj f jj2LH0n 
/@t f ; fSLH0n 
 jj f0jj
2
L2ðM2Þ:
The result follows. &
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We next prove the P mn -version of the usual a priori energy estimate for parabolic
equations. We note that a similar estimate can be obtained which controls
jjuð; tÞjjL2ðM2Þ; but we do not prove this explicitly.
Lemma 4.2. There is a n41
2
such that any solution uAHHn of (2.6) satisfies the
estimate
jjujj2LH1npC

jju0jj2L2ðM2Þ þ jjgjj2LH0n

: ð4:2Þ
Explicitly, the constant C ¼ 1=y:
Proof. Choosing u itself as the test function in (2.6), we ﬁnd
/@tu; uSLH0n þ
Z N
0
e
2ntAtðu; uÞ dt ¼ /g; uSLH0n :
Thus combining Lemmas 3.1, 4.1 and Young’s inequality we ﬁnd that
y
2
jjujj2LH1n þ n
 g

1
2
	 

jjujj2LH0np
1
2
jju0jj2L2ðM2Þ þ
1
2
jjgjj2LH0n :
Choosing n4gþ 1
2
we obtain the result. &
To prove that u has derivatives of higher order, we obtain estimates for its
difference quotients. The deﬁnition of difference quotient requires a continuous
coordinate patch, which is something we do not necessarily have on M2: We thus
work on a single coordinate patch at a time, multiplying u with a cut-off function
over M2:
Lemma 4.3. Let uAHHn be a solution of (2.6) with initial values u0AH1ðM2Þ: Then
uALH2n with the estimate
jjujj2LH2npC jju0jj
2
H1ðM2Þ þ jjgjj2LH0n
 
: ð4:3Þ
The constant C depends on jjajjN; jjbjjN; jjcjjN; jjDajjN and y:
Proof. Let B2r denote the ball of radius r; centre zero, in R
2: Let ci : B
2
1-M
2; i ¼
1;y; N be a collection of smooth coordinate patches, so chosen that the images
ciðB21=2Þ taken together cover all of M2: Let Z be a smooth cut-off function over R2
satisfying
ZðxÞ ¼
1 xAB21=2;
0 xAR2\B23=4:
(
Let Ci be the image ciðB21Þ in M2 and let Ci denote the image of B21=2:
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Now set f ¼ D
hðZ4DhuÞ in Ci; where Z and the ﬁnite difference operator
Dh f ðxÞ ¼ f ðx þ hejÞ 
 f ðxÞ
h
are lifted to M2 using the coordinate map ci: Outside Ci we simply extend f to be
zero.
Substituting for f in (2.6), we have
/@tu;D
hðZ4DhuÞSLH0n þ
Z N
0
e
2ntAtðu;D
hðZ4DhuÞÞ dt ¼ /g;D
hðZ4DhuÞSLH0n
and so, shifting the difference operator in the highest-order term using the discrete
analogue of partial integration in space, we have
/@tðZ2DhuÞ; Z2DhuSLH0n þ E1 ¼ E2 
/g;D
hðZ4DhuÞSLH0n ; ð4:4Þ
where we have set
E1 ¼
Z N
0
e
2nt
I
aðDDhu; DðZ4DhuÞÞ 
 biDiuD
hðZ4DhuÞ dm %g dt; ð4:5Þ
E2 ¼
Z N
0
e
2nt
I
ðDhaÞðDu; DðZ4DhuÞÞ þ cuD
hðZ4DhuÞ dm %g dt: ð4:6Þ
Some explanation may be necessary; the að; Þ term arises through an application of
the discretised product rule which reads
Dhð fgÞðxÞ ¼ f ðx þ hejÞDhgðxÞ þ gðxÞDh f ðxÞ:
The term in question then refers to the operator að; Þ; but with the spatial argument
of aijðx; tÞ shifted. That is to say, aij ðx; tÞ ¼ aijðx þ hej ; tÞ: We note here that this will
have no bearing on the result we are to obtain as we will only consider pointwise
properties of aij and/or aij : The ðDhaÞð; Þ term arises via the discretised product rule
also. It refers to the bilinear form obtained from applying the difference operator to
the coeffeicients of að; Þ; that is,
ðDhaÞðDf ; DgÞ ¼ ðDhaijÞDifDjf :
Focusing on E2 ﬁrstly, we have
jE2jp
Z N
0
e
2nt
I
jðDhaijÞDiuDjðZ4DhuÞj þ jcuD
hðZ4DhuÞj dm %g dt
pCZjjDhajjN
Z N
0
e
2nt ejjZ2DDhujj2L2ðM2Þ þ C
1
e
	 

jjDujj2L2ðM2Þ
	 

dt
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þ CZjjcjjN
Z N
0
e
2nt ejjZ2DDhujj2L2ðM2Þ þ C
1
e
	 

jjujj2H1ðM2Þ
	 

dt
pCðjjDhajjN; jjcjjNÞjjujj2LH1n þ ejjDDhujj
2
LH0n
;
where we have used Young’s inequality and Lemma 7.23 of [5].
Next considering E1; using the ellipticity of At and Young’s inequality, we ﬁnd
E1 ¼
Z N
0
e
2nt
I
aðZ2DDhu; Z2DDhuÞ þ aijDiDhu4Z3DjZDhu 
 biDiuD
hðZ4DhuÞ dm %g dt
X ðy
 dÞjjZ2DDhujj2LH0n 
 djjDðZ
4DhuÞjj2LH0n 
 CðjjajjN; jjbjjNÞjjDujj
2
LH0n
X ðy
 2dÞjjZ2DDhujj2LH0n 
 CðjjajjN; jjbjjNÞjjujj
2
LH1n
X
y
2
jjZ2DDhujj2LH0n 
 CðjjajjN; jjbjjNÞjjujj
2
LH1n
;
where we have chosen d so that y
 2dXy=2: We thus have the two inequalities
E1X
y
2
jjZ2DDhujj2LH0n 
 Cjjujj
2
LH1n
; ð4:7Þ
jE2jpejjZ2DDhujj2LH0n þ Cjjujj
2
LH1n
; ð4:8Þ
with the constants depending only on the LN norms of the coefﬁcients of At and
Dha: With these inequalities we have the terms in (4.4) involving At under control.
As for the remaining terms, we can handle the ﬁrst term on the left of (4.4) with
Lemma 4.1, viz,
/@tðZ2DhuÞ; Z2DhuSLH0n ¼ njjZ2Dhujj
2
LH0n

 1
2
jjZ2Dhu0jj2L2ðM2Þ; ð4:9Þ
while the forcing term on the right is easily estimated using the Cauchy–Schwartz
and Young’s inequalities as follows:
/g;D
hðZ4DhuÞSLH0np jjgjjLH0n  jjD
hðZ
4DhuÞjjLH0n
pCjjgjj2LH0n þ djjZ
2DDhujj2LH0n þ djjujj
2
LH1n
: ð4:10Þ
Combining (4.7)–(4.10), we have
y
2

 e
 d
	 

jjZ2DDhujj2LH0npCðjjZ
2Dhu0jj2L2ðM2Þ þ jjujj2LH1n þ jjgjj
2
LH0n
Þ;
with the constant C depending only the quantities jjajjN; jjbjjN; jjcjjN and jjDhajjN:
Thus choosing e and d so that the term on the left is positive, invoking Lemma 4.2
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and recalling the hypothesis that u0AH1ðM2Þ; we have
jjZ2DDhujj2LH0npC jju0jj
2
H1ðM2Þ þ jjgjj2LH0n
 
:
We thus have uniform H1-bounds in h for all the difference quotients of ﬁrst order in
the ball Ci ; which therefore converge weakly to bona ﬁde weak derivatives satisfying
the estimate
jjD2ujj2LH0n ðCi ÞpC

jju0jj2H1ðM2Þ þ jjgjj2LH0n

:
Summing over all coordinate charts we obtain (4.3), the desired result. &
Lemma 4.3 tells us that the weak solution given to us by Theorem 3.3 is in fact a
solution in the classical sense, given that the coefﬁcients ofAt satisfy the appropriate
boundedness conditions. We are now in such a position that we may dispense with
the integral representation of At and instead simply write
@tu þ Atu ¼ g:
Moreover, we now have an estimate for the time derivative of u since we may write
@tu ¼ g 
 AtuALH0n : Putting this into a more concise form, we have:
Lemma 4.4. If u is a solution of (2.6), where gAP0n and u0AH
1ðM2Þ; and if n satisfies
(3.2), then uAP1n and satisfies the estimate
jjujj2P1npQ

jju0jj2H1ðM2Þ þ jjgjj2P0n

: ð4:11Þ
The constant Q depends only on the quantities jjajjN; jjbjjN; jjcjjN; jjDajjN and y:
In the work to come we will ﬁnd it useful to be able to talk about boundedness in
terms of the spaces P mn : Roughly speaking, we may use Sobolev embedding to
estimate the LN-norms in terms of L2-norms simply by adding two space derivatives
and one time derivative, corresponding to the 2þ 1-dimensional setup we are using.
This in turn means that the LN-norms can be estimated by the P2n-norms. In fact, we
can even do a little better. We have the following result:
Lemma 4.5. For any function f ; defined on M2  ½0;NÞ; of sufficient regularity,
jje
nt@ jt r2kf jjNpCjj@ jt r2kf jjP3=2n pCjj f jjP3=2þjþkn : ð4:12Þ
Proof. We prove the result in a similar manner to Lemma 6.5 of Folland [3], only
here we need to accommodate for the fact that we are dealing with two different
types of derivative. Let x ¼ ðx; tÞ and y ¼ ðz; tÞ be coordinates on R2þ1: The Fourier
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inversion formula gives
f ðxÞ ¼ 1ð2pÞ3
Z
fˆðyÞeixy d3y
¼ 1ð2pÞ3
Z Z
fˆðyÞeitteixz d2z dt
pC
Z Z
ð1þ jzjÞ
2að1þ jtjÞ
2b d2z dt
	 
1
2

Z Z
ð1þ jzjÞ2að1þ jtjÞ2bjfˆðyÞj2 d2z dt
	 
1
2
:
Concentrating on the ﬁrst term in the product and introducing polar coordinates
ðr; yÞ on R2; we ﬁndZ Z
ð1þ jzjÞ
2að1þ jtjÞ
2b d2z dt ¼
Z Z Z
ð1þ rÞ
2að1þ jtjÞ
2br dr dy dt
p
Z Z Z
ð1þ r2a þ t2bÞ
1r dr dy dt
p 1
2
Z Z Z
ð1þ sa þ t2bÞ
1 ds dy dt;
where we have set s ¼ r2: Focusing on the spatial integral we may for the moment
treat 1þ t2b as a constant c; we haveZ Z
ð1þ sa þ t2bÞ
1 ds dy ¼
Z Z
ðc þ saÞ
1 ds dy
¼ 2p
Z
ðc þ saÞ
1 ds
¼ 2p
c
Z
1
1þ sa
c
ds
¼ 2pc1=a
1
Z
1
1þ ua du;
where we have set u ¼ sc
1=a:
Hence the spatial part of the integral is ﬁnite provided that a41: Assuming this to
be the case we haveZ Z
ð1þ jzj2a þ t2bÞ
1 d2z dt ¼ M
Z
ð1þ t2bÞ1=a
1 dt;
where we use M to represent the (ﬁnite) spatial integral. The term on the right is
ﬁnite whenever 2bð1
 1=aÞ41:
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We have therefore shown that if a41; 2bð1
 1=aÞ41; then
j f ðxÞj2pC
Z Z
ð1þ jzj2a þ jtj2bÞjfˆðyÞj2 d2z dt:
In particular, the above inequality holds with a ¼ 3 and b ¼ 1; and says that if we
have one time and three space derivatives of f square integrable then f is bounded.
Utilising a partition of unity subordinate to the coordinate patches, the result may
be shown to hold on M2  ½0;NÞ; where we may interpret the right-hand side of the
above inequality, with a ¼ 3; b ¼ 1; as the P3=2n norm of f : &
In light of this last result, Lemma 4.4 can be interpreted as follows: We can infer
the existence (and uniqueness) of classical solutions to (1.1), provided that the
coefﬁcients b and c of the operator At are in the class P
3=2
n and the coefﬁcient a is in
the class P2n : Hence it would seem that to obtain a solution of prescribed regularity
we need to have coefﬁcients of a higher regularity than that which we desire the
solution to possess. This fact is highly undesirable. Indeed, to obtain existence results
for the quasilinear equation we will need to derive existence results in which the
regularity of the solution exceeds that of the coefﬁcients of At: Solution of this
problem amounts to obtaining estimates of form (4.11) in which the regularity
conditions on the coefﬁcients are optimal. The main difﬁculty in obtaining the
appropriate estimates seems to be that there is no known analogue of the Sobolev
inequality which deals with derivatives with different weights, like those encountered in
parabolic problems; the Sobolev inequality allows us to infer greater integrabilty of a
function provided that we are content to live with higher differentiability conditions on
the function (with respect to the appropriate inner product). Hence when dealing with
the parabolic Sobolev spaces P mn ; the extra differentiation required by the Sobolev
inequality is in terms of spacetime derivatives (see Lemma 4.5). This is the reason for the
extra regularity required of the coefﬁcients in Lemma 4.4. The other alternative is to use
the Sobolev inequality with respect to the spatial Sobolev norms, jj  jjHsðM2Þ: However,
in doing this we still need to integrate the resulting expression over time and it then turns
out that interpolation is inadequate to gain the desired results.
The following Theorem details a way of getting around this problem. However,
the hypotheses include a statement which amounts to the fact that we need to
suppose that the initial data is at least of some critical regularity before we expect to
obtain existence results in which the regularity of the solution exceeds that of the
coefﬁcients. The critical regularity is a by-product of the fact that we are treating
second-order parabolic equations on a two-dimensional manifold.
Theorem 4.6. Suppose mX4 12; u0AH
2mðM2Þ and gAP m
1=2n : The solution u of (2.6)
belongs to the class P
mþ1=2
n and satisfies the estimate
jjujj2
P
mþ1=2
n
pQðjju0jj2H2mðM2Þ þ jjgjj2P m
1=2n Þ: ð4:13Þ
The constant Q depends only on m; y and the norms jjajjP mn ; jjbjjP m
1=2n and jjcjjP m
1=2n :
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Proof. We begin as we did in the proof of Lemma 4.3 deﬁning the appropriate
coordinate patches and cut-off function. We then let f ¼ Dk
hðZ4DkhuÞ be the
appropriate test function, lifted accordingly to M2:
Substituting this into (2.6) we have
/@tu;Dk
hðZ4DkhuÞSLH0n þ
Z N
0
e
2ntAtðu;Dk
hðZ4DkhuÞÞ dt ¼ /g;Dk
hðZ4DkhuÞSLH0n :
We may use the discrete analogue of partial integration in space to shift difference
operators onto the coefﬁcients of the operator At: However, in doing this we shift
one more difference operator onto the leading coefﬁcient a than we do onto the
lower-order coefﬁcients b and c: We end up with the equation
/@tðZ2DkhuÞ; Z2DkhuSLH0n þ E1 ¼ E2 þ ð
1Þ
k/g;Dk
hðZ4DkhuÞSLH0n ; ð4:14Þ
which is similar in form to (4.4), but where now we have set
E1 ¼
Z N
0
e
2nt
I
aðZ2DDkhu; Z2DDkhuÞ þ aijDiDkhu4Z3DjZDkhu dm %g dt


Xk
1
l¼0
k 
 1
l
	 
Z N
0
e
2nt
I
ðDlhbiÞDiDk
1
lh uD
hðZ4DkhuÞ dm %g dt; ð4:15Þ
E2 ¼ 

Xk
l¼1
k
l
	 
Z N
0
e
2nt
I
ðDlhaijÞDiDk
lh uDjðZ4DkhuÞ dm %g dt
þ
Xk
1
l¼0
k 
 1
l
	 
Z N
0
e
2nt
I
ðDlhcÞDk
1
lh uD
hðZ4DkhuÞ dm %g dt: ð4:16Þ
The terms that do not include At are handled in an identical fashion to how they
were handled in the proof of Lemma 4.3. The ﬁrst term on the left is handled using
Lemma 4.1:
/@tðZ2DkhuÞ; Z2DkhuSLH0n ¼ njjZ2Dkhujj
2
LH0n

 1
2
jjZ2Dkhu0jj2L2ðM2Þ: ð4:17Þ
To handle the forcing term we exploit the regularity of g:
j/g;Dk
hðZ4DkhuÞSLH0n jp jjgjjLHk
1n jjD
hðZ
4DkhuÞjjLH0n
pCjjgjj2LHk
1n þ djjZ
2DDkhujj2LH0n þ djjujj
2
LHkn
: ð4:18Þ
From here it would be a simple enough matter to proceed as we did in the proof of
Lemma 4.3 and, with the assumption that u is in the class LHkn with suitable
estimate, deduce that u must in fact be in the class LHkþ1n ; for all kp2m: Taking
account of the time derivatives then, we ﬁnd that uAP mþ1=2n provided that the
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coefﬁcients of the operator At have jjajjP mþ2n ; jjbjjP mþ3=2n and jjcjjP mþ3=2n bounded. In
short we would arrive at an estimate of the sort
jjujj2
P
mþ1=2
n
pQðjju0jj2H2mðM2Þ þ jjgjj2P m
1=2n Þ;
with the constant Q depending on m and the quantities jjajjP mþ2n ; jjbjjP mþ3=2n and
jjcjj
P
mþ3=2
n
:
This circumstance is undesirable and not what we are used to in the theory of
parabolic equations, where the solution is usually of the same (or higher) regularity
as the coefﬁcients of the operator; that is to say, we expect a parabolic operator to be
‘smoothing’. We can indeed do much better. However, to do better we need to know
that the solution is of a certain regularity so that we can then ‘trade-off’ derivatives
of the solution u against derivatives of the coefﬁcients a; b and c of the operator. The
magic number that serves our purposes here is seen, upon closer scrutiny of Lemma
4.5, to be 3: So then if uAP3n ; the derivatives D
iu; i ¼ 0; 1; 2; 3 are all bounded by a
constant multiple of jjujjP3n :
Assuming nX3; uAP nn ; aAP
n
n ; b; cAP
n
1=2
n and proceeding in this way we then
have for all kp2n
jE2jp
Xk
l¼1
k
l
	 
Z N
0
e
2nt
I
ejZ2DDkhuj2 þ
1
2e
jDlhaj2jDDk
lh uj2 þ ej4Z3DZDkhuj2 dm %g dt
þ
Xk
1
l¼0
k 
 1
l
	 
Z N
0
e
2nt
I
ejD
hðZ4DkhuÞj2 þ
1
4e
jDlhcj2jDk
1
lh uj2 dm %g dt
¼
Xk
l¼1
k
l
	 
Z N
0
e
2nt
I
ejZ2DDkhuj2 þ ej4Z3DZDkhuj2 dm %g dt
þ
Xk
4
l¼1
k
l
	 
Z N
0
e
2nt
I
1
2e
jDlhaj2jDDk
lh uj2 dm %g dt
þ
Xk
l¼k
3
k
l
	 
Z N
0
e
2nt
I
1
2e
jDlhaj2jDDk
lh uj2 dm %g dt
þ
Xk
1
l¼0
k 
 1
l
	 
Z N
0
e
2nt
I
ejD
hðZ4DkhuÞj2 dm %g dt
þ
Xk
5
l¼0
k 
 1
l
	 
Z N
0
e
2nt
I
1
4e
jDlhcj2jDk
1
lh uj2 dm %g dt
þ
Xk
1
l¼k
4
k 
 1
l
	 
Z N
0
e
2nt
I
1
4e
jDlhcj2jDk
1
lh uj2 dm %g dt:
We have split up the sums involving the coefﬁcients to help clarify the following
facts: If 1plpk 
 3p2n 
 3; the quantity jDhajALNðM2  ½0;NÞÞ; while if
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1plpk 
 4p2n 
 4; the same may be said of jDhcj: On the other hand, if k 

3plpkp2n then jDDk
lh uj is bounded, since we have assumed that uAPnn : Therefore
we may estimate jE2j as
jE2jp ejjZ2DDkhujj2LH0n þ ejjujj
2
LHkn
þ CðkÞ
2e
jjajj2P nn jjujj
2
LHkn
þ CðkÞ
2e
jjajj2LHkn jjujj
2
P 4n
þ CðkÞ
4e
jjcjj2
P
n
1=2
n
jjujj2LHkn þ
CðkÞ
4e
jjcjj2LHk
1n jjujj
2
P 4n
p ejjZ2DDkhujj2LH0n þ Cðk; jjajjP nn ; jjcjjP n
1=2n Þjjujj
2
P nn
;
We note that the constant C depends sublinearly on the squares of the norms of the
coefﬁcients. If we play the same sort of tricks with (4.15) we ﬁnd, using the ellipticity
of At and Cauchy’s inequality with d; that
E1X
Z N
0
e
2nt
I
yjZ2DDkhuj2 
 djZ2DDkhuj2 

1
4d
jaj2j4ZDZDkhuj2


Xk
1
l¼0
k 
 1
l
	 

ðdjD
hðZ4DkhuÞj2 þ
1
4d
jDlhbj2jDDk
1
lh uj2Þ dm %g dt
X
Z N
0
e
2nt
I
ðy
 dÞjZ2DDkhuj2 

1
4d
jaj2j4ZDZDkhuj2 

Xk
1
l¼0
k 
 1
l
	 

djD
hðZ4DkhuÞj2


Xk
5
l¼0
k 
 1
l
	 

1
4d
jDlhbj2jDDk
1
lh uj2 

Xk
1
l¼k
4
k 
 1
l
	 

1
4d
jDlhbj2jDDk
1
lh uj2 dm %g dt
X ðy
 dÞjjZ2DDkhujj2LH0n 

CZ
4d
jjajj2P nn jjujj
2
LHkn

 dCðk; ZÞjjZ2DDkhujj2LH0n 
 dCðk; ZÞjjujj
2
LHkn

 CðkÞ
4d
jjbjj2
P
n
1=2
n
jjujj2LHkn 

CðkÞ
4d
jjbjj2LHk
1n jjujj
2
P 4n
X
y
2
jjZ2DDkhujj2LH0n 
 Cðk; jjajjP nn ; jjbjjP n
1=2n Þjjujj
2
P nn
;
where we have chosen d so that y
 dð1þ Cðk; ZÞÞXy
2
: Summarising, we have the two
inequalities
E1X
y
2
jjZ2DDkhujj2LH0n 
 Cjjujj
2
P nn
; ð4:19Þ
E2pejjZ2DDkhujj2LH0n þ Cjjujj
2
P nn
ð4:20Þ
with the constants depending only on k and the quantities jjajjP nn ; jjbjjP n
1=2n and
jjcjj
P
n
1=2
n
:
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Combining (4.19), (4.20), (4.17) and (4.18), we have
y
2

 e
 d
	 

jjZ2DDkhujj2LH0npCðjjZ
2Dkhu0jj2L2ðM2Þ þ jjgjj2LHk
1n þ jjujj
2
Pnn
Þ:
Although this estimate has only been calculated using difference quotients in only
one direction the same is obviously true for the mixed difference quotients as well.
Thus we have uniform bounds for all the difference quotients of ðk þ 1Þth order.
These uniform bounds hold for all kp2n and so all the difference quotients up to
order 2n þ 1 converge on each coordinate patch Ci to genuine weak derivatives
satisfying the estimate (choosing e and d appropriately),
jjDkþ1ujj2LH0n ðCi ÞpCðjju0jj
2
HkðM2Þ þ jjujj2LHkn þ jjgjj
2
LHk
1n
Þ;
for all k such that 2kpn: Moreover, if no3 the constant C depends on
k; jjajjP nþ2n ; jjbjjP nþ3=2n and jjcjjP nþ3=2n ; while if nX3 the constant C depends on
k; jjajjP nn ; jjbjjP n
1=2n and jjcjjP n
1=2n : Thus starting with (4.3) and iterating up, we ﬁnd
that if mX4 1
2
we have the estimate
jjDkþ1ujj2LH0n ðCi ÞpQðjju0jj
2
HkðM2Þ þ jjgjj2LHk
1n Þ;
for all k satisfying 2kpm: The constant Q depends only on the quantities
m; y; jjajjP mn ; jjbjjP m
1=2n and jjcjjP m
1=2n : Summing over all coordinate patches and
using Eq. (1.1) to account for time derivatives we obtain (4.13). &
We have seen that the number 4 1
2
was critical in the proof of Theorem 4.6 as it
marks the point at which the P mn -estimates begin to display a smoothing property. It
is possible that 4 1
2
may not be the optimal value, but it will serve our purposes. This
number will be of great importance in what follows so we make the following
deﬁnition:
m0 :¼ 4 12: ð4:21Þ
The estimates which we have just derived may now be utilised to produce the
following important result.
Theorem 4.7. Let mXm0 and suppose the coefficients of the operator At satisfy aAP mn
and b; cAP m
1=2n : The map S : P
mþ1=2
n -H2mðM2Þ  P m
1=2n defined by
SðuÞ ¼ ðu0; @tu 
 AtuÞ ð4:22Þ
is a Banach space isomorphism.
Proof. We begin by establishing that S is continuous. Since S is linear,
it sufﬁces to show that S is bounded. To do this we consider the components of
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SðuÞ separately:
jj@tu 
 AtujjP m
1=2n p jj@tujjP m
1=2n þ jjAtujjP m
1=2n
p jjujj
P
mþ1=2
n
þ Cjjujj
P
mþ1=2
n
;
where the constant C depends of the P mn -norm of a and the P
m
1=2
n -norms of b and c;
we have used the same ideas as used in the proof of Theorem 4.6 to handle the
coefﬁcients in this way. This establishes continuity for the second component of S:
To prove continuity of the ﬁrst component of S we again argue using difference
quotients to prove the required trace result. Lemma 4.1 gives
jjZ2D2mh u0jj2L2ðM2Þ ¼ 2njjZ2D2mh ujj2LH0n 
 2/@tD
2m
h u; Z
2D2mh uSLH0n :
The ﬁrst term on the right is easily controlled by jjujj2
P
mþ1=2
n
and the second term is
handled by ﬁrst integrating by parts to shift a difference quotient from the ﬁrst factor
in the inner product to the second, and then using the Cauchy–Schwartz inequality
so that
jjZ2D2mh u0jj2L2ðM2ÞpCjjujj2P mþ1=2n þ 2/@tD
2m
1
h u;DhðZ2D2mh uÞSLH0n
pCjjujj2
P
mþ1=2
n
þ 2jj@tD2m
1h ujjLH0n jjDhðZ
2D2mh uÞjjLH0n
pCjjujj2
P
mþ1=2
n
:
Since this estimate is independent of h we may pass to the weak limit and infer that
u0 has weak derivatives of order 2m with the estimate
jju0jjH2mðM2ÞpCjjujjP mþ1=2n :
We conclude that u/SðuÞ is a continuous mapping between the given spaces.
We next need to show that S has an inverse; that is that the equation SðuÞ ¼
ðu0; gÞ; for given u0 and g; is uniquely solvable in the appropriate class. However this
was exactly the conclusion of the existence Theorem 3.3, Corollary 3.4 and the
regularity theory culminating in Theorem 4.6.
It remains to show that the inverse ofS is continuous, but this fact is evidenced in
the estimate (4.13). &
Remark. We note here that uAHHn is a solution of (2.6) if and only if w ¼
e
ntuAHH0 is a solution of
/@tw;fSLH0
0
þ
Z N
0
At;nðw;fÞ dt ¼ /g˜;fSLH0
0
ð4:23Þ
for all fAHH0; where g˜ ¼ e
ntg and At;n ¼At 
 n:
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As a consequence, w will satisfy (4.13) with n ¼ 0 and so we might as well work
with estimates involving unweighted norms.
5. The quasilinear equation
Theorem 4.7 and the Inverse Function Theorem may now be combined to derive
existence results for quasilinear parabolic equations.
We will aim to obtain existence results for the generic quasilinear parabolic
problem
@tu ¼ QðuÞ; uð; 0Þ ¼ u0; ð5:1Þ
where the operator Q is deﬁned in local coordinates as follows:
QðuÞ :¼ Djðaijðx; t; u; DuÞDiuÞ þ biðx; t; u; DuÞDiu þ cðx; t; u; DuÞu: ð5:2Þ
We assume that:
The functions aijðx; t; w; xÞ; biðx; t; w; xÞ and cðx; t; w; xÞ
are smooth in both w and x; ð5:3Þ
and that the operator Q is elliptic in the sense of (2.2) for each t; at least in some
neighbourhood of the initial data. The ðx; tÞ-regularity of the coefﬁcients will be in
terms of the Pm0 norms and will be speciﬁed as needed.
To obtain the local existence of solutions of (5.1) we use the Inverse Function
Theorem to infer the existence of functions solving initial value problems which are
close (in a sense that will be made precise) to a particular initial value problem whose
solution is guaranteed. In the treatment of quasilinear parabolic problems in Polden
[11, Theorem 2.4.1] the function w is deﬁned as the solution of the ‘frozen’ linear
problem
@tw ¼ Q0ðwÞ; wðx; 0Þ ¼ u0ðxÞ;
where Q0 refers to the operator
Q0ðuÞ ¼ Djðaijðx; t; u0; Du0ÞDiuÞ þ biðx; t; u0; Du0ÞDiu þ cðx; t; u0; Du0Þu:
The author then goes on to assert that it is possible to ﬁnd a pair ðu0; qÞ close, in the
P mn -sense, to ðu0; @tw 
 QðwÞÞ with q vanishing for t less than some constant e: This
assertion rests on the fact w-u0 smoothly as t-0 and so u0 remains ‘close’ to w for
some small amount of time. This closeness however can only be in the pointwise
sense and not in the P mn -sense, since if we consider the ﬁrst time derivative of the
difference w 
 u0 we ﬁnd that it indeed approaches something non-zero, namely
Q0ðu0Þ; as t-0: This means that the proof of Theorem 2.4.1 in [11], as stated, is in
error.
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We may however correct the proof by constructing a suitable function in a manner
that is reminiscent of Picard iteration. The idea is to use the smoothing properties
established in Theorem 4.6 to construct a function close to ðu0; qÞ in the P mn -sense.
We deﬁne the sequence of functions fwsgNs¼0 as follows:
@twsþ1 ¼ Qsðwsþ1Þ; wsþ1ðx; 0Þ ¼ u0ðxÞ ¼ w0ðx; tÞ; ð5:4Þ
where the operator Qs is deﬁned as
Qsðwsþ1Þ ¼ @jðaijðws; DwsÞ@iwsþ1Þ þ biðws; DwsÞ@iwsþ1 þ cðws; DwsÞwsþ1: ð5:5Þ
We note that, by virtue of Theorem 4.7 (with n ¼ 0), each ws is deﬁned and belongs
to the class P
mþ1=2
0 ; given u0AH
2mþ1ðM2Þ:
We now take time to prove a couple of results concerning the behaviour of the
differences of successive ws’s near t ¼ 0:
Lemma 5.1. Let u0AH2mþ1ðM2Þ and ws be defined by (5.4). We have the following
jjwsþ1ðtÞ 
 wsðtÞjj2HkðM2ÞpCt ð5:6Þ
for all s and for all kp2m: The constant C depends on m and jju0jjH2mþ1ðM2Þ:
Proof. Using the Fundamental Theorem of Calculus it is clear that
jD jws 
 D ju0jp
Z t
0
jD j@twsðrÞj dr
p
ﬃﬃ
t
p Z t
0
jD j@twsðrÞj2 dr
	 
1
2
;
for any jp2m: Thus we have
jjD jws 
 D ju0jj2L2ðM2Þptjjwsjj2P mþ1
0
:
Adding up over j ¼ 1;y; kp2m we ﬁnd
jjws 
 u0jj2HkðM2Þpð2m þ 1Þtjjwsjj2P mþ1
0
:
Hence,
jjwsþ1 
 wsjj2HkðM2ÞpCðjjwsþ1 
 u0jj2HkðM2Þ þ jjws 
 u0jj2HkðM2ÞÞ
pCð2m þ 1Þtðjjwsþ1jj2P mþ1
0
þ jjwsjj2P mþ1
0
Þ:
Recall now that ws is a solution of (5.4), a linear equation, so utilising
our linear estimates (setting n ¼ 0 in (4.13)) and noting assumption (5.3)
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we then have
jjwsþ1jj2P mþ1
0
pCjjwsjj2P mþ1=2
0
jju0jj2H2mþ1ðM2Þ
pC0ðjju0jj2H2mþ1ðM2ÞÞ;
iterating s down to zero. A similar estimate is found for jjwsjj2P mþ1
0
: Combining these
we then arrive at
jjwsþ1 
 wsjj2HkðM2Þpð2m þ 1ÞtCðjju0jj2H2mþ1ðM2ÞÞ: &
Lemma 5.2. Let u0AH2mþ1ðM2Þ and ws be defined by (5.4). We have
jj@ kt ðwsþ1ðtÞ 
 wsðtÞÞjj2H2m
2kðM2ÞpCt; ð5:7Þ
for all s and all k satisfying 0pkpminðs; mÞ: The constant C depends on m and
jju0jjH2mþ1ðM2Þ:
Proof. We note ﬁrstly that the result for k ¼ 0 is simply Lemma 5.1 which was just
proved. We suppose then that the result has been proved true for all ðs; kÞ satisfying
0pkpspN:
Next suppose 0pkpspN þ 1 and consider
jj@ kt ðwsþ1 
 wsÞjj2H2m
2kðM2Þ ¼ jj@ k
1t ðQswsþ1 
 Qs
1wsÞjj2H2m
2kðM2Þ
p jj@ k
1t ðQsðwsþ1 
 wsÞÞjj2H2m
2kðM2Þ
þ jj@ k
1t ððQs 
 Qs
1ÞwsÞjj2H2m
2kðM2Þ
p
Xk
1
j¼0
k 
 1
j
	 

ð@ jt QsÞð@ k
1
jt ðwsþ1 
 wsÞÞ




2
H2m
2kðM2Þ
þ
Xk
1
j¼0
k 
 1
j
	 

ð@ jt ðQs 
 Qs
1ÞÞð@ k
1
jt wsÞ




2
H2m
2kðM2Þ
:
The ﬁrst term on the right can be controlled by a term of the form
C1
Xk
1
j¼0
jj@ k
1
jt ðwsþ1 
 wsÞjj2H2m
2kþ2ðM2Þ;
while the second term on the right can be controlled, utilising property (5.3), by a
term of the form
C2
Xk
1
j¼0
jj@ jt ðws 
 ws
1Þjj2H2m
2kþ2ðM2Þ:
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The constants C1 and C2 depend only on k and the P
m
0 norm of ws; which can in turn
be controlled by the H2mþ1ðM2Þ norm of u0 via the linear estimates.
Invoking the induction hypothesis we then ﬁnd that
jj@ kt ðwsþ1 
 wsÞjj2H2m
2kðM2ÞpCt:
Hence by induction the result is proved. &
If we deﬁne the localised parabolic spaces P mn;T ; T40 as
P mn;T ¼ f : M2  ½0;NÞ-R :
Xm
k¼0
Z T
0
e
2ntjj@ kt f ðtÞjj2H2m
2kðM2Þ dtoN
( )
ð5:8Þ
then we have the following corollary:
Corollary 5.3. Let u0AH2mþ1ðM2Þ and ws be defined by (5.4). Then
jjwsþ1 
 wsjj2Pm
0;T
pCT2; ð5:9Þ
for all sXm: The constant C depends on m and jju0jjH2mþ1ðM2Þ:
Proof. In light of Lemma 5.2 we ﬁnd
jjwmþ1 
 wmjj2Pm
0;T
¼
Xm
k¼0
Z T
0
jj@ kt ðwmþ1 
 wmÞðtÞjj2H2m
2kðM2Þ dt
p
Xm
k¼0
Z T
0
Ct dt
¼C T
2
2
ðm þ 1Þ: &
We will make use of the following technical result which shows how the Pm0;T -norm
of a product may be estimated.
Lemma 5.4. We may estimate the Pm0;T norm of a product of functions
f ; gAPm0;T-LNðM2  ½0;NÞÞ as follows
jj fgjj2Pm
0;T
pCðjj f jj2Njjgjj2Pm
0;T
þ jjgjj2Njj f jj2Pm
0;T
Þ: ð5:10Þ
Proof. The proof is really just an exercise in checking that terms of the form
jj@itD jf @ kt DlgjjLL0;T
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can be controlled in the manner given in (5.10). This is done using the estimate of
Klainerman [6],
jjDif jjLppCjj f jj1
aLq jjDkf jjaLr ; a ¼
i þ nð1
q

 1
p
Þ
k þ nð1
q

 1
r
Þ; 0oipk; ð5:11Þ
where p; q; r are such that 0pap1 for all 0oipk:
We will give a short proof for the case m ¼ 1; since we will only use the result in
this case.
For m ¼ 1 we need to control the terms jj fgjjLL0;T ; jj f @tgjjLL0;T ; jj fDgjjLL0;T ;
jj fD2gjjLL0;T and jjDfDgjjLL0;T ; all other terms being of one of these type. The ﬁrst
four terms can be controlled by jj f jjNjjgjjP1
0;T
; and the last term is dealt with using
(5.11):
jjDfDgjj2LL0;Tp jjDf jj
2
LL4
0;T
jjDgjj2LL4
0;T
pCjj f jjNjj f jjP1
0;T
jjgjjNjjgjjP1
0;T
pCðjj f jj2Njjgjj2P1
0;T
þ jjgjj2Njj f jj2P1
0;T
Þ;
where we have used Cauchy’s inequality. &
We are now in a position to obtain local existence results for (5.1).
Theorem 5.5. Let u0AH2mþ1ðM2Þ; for mXm0: There exists a solution to the
quasilinear initial value problem (5.1) belonging to the class P20;e for some e40: The
solution is unique and depends continuously on u0:
Proof. We deﬁne an operator S : P mþ10 -L
m by
SðuÞ ¼ ðu0; @tu 
 QðuÞÞ;
where for brevity we have introduced the notation
Lm :¼ H2mþ1ðM2Þ  P m0 :
We also let w be the ðN þ 1Þth term of the sequence deﬁned by (5.4), so that
@tw ¼ QNðwÞ; wðx; 0Þ ¼ u0ðxÞ:
S is Fre´chet differentiable and so computing its derivative about w we ﬁnd
DwSðvÞ ¼ @
@s
Sðw þ svÞjs¼0
¼ðv0; @tv 
LwðvÞÞ;
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whereLw is a linear differential operator of second order. If we set x ¼ Dw then we
may write LwðvÞ in local coordinates as
LwðvÞ ¼ DjðA jkðw; xÞDkvÞ þ Biðw; xÞDiv þ Cðw; xÞv
with
A jkðw; xÞ ¼ @a
ij
@xk
ðw; xÞxi þ akjðw; xÞ;
Bkðw; xÞ ¼ @a
jk
@w
ðw; xÞxj þ
@bi
@xk
ðw; xÞxi þ
@c
@xk
ðw; xÞw þ bkðw; xÞ;
Cðw; xÞ ¼ @j @a
ij
@w
ðw; xÞ
	 

xi þ
@aij
@w
ðw; xÞ@jxi þ
@bi
@w
ðw; xÞxi þ
@c
@w
ðw; xÞw þ cðw; xÞ:
By inspection of these coefﬁcients we see that if wAP mþ10 then A
jkAP mþ1=20 and
Bi; CAP m0 : Invoking Theorem 4.7 we ﬁnd thatDwS is a linear isomorphism between
the Banach spaces P mþ10 and L
m: The Inverse Function Theorem then implies that
the mapping S is a local diffeomorphism from some neighbourhood U of
w to some neighbourhood V of SðwÞ: Hence there are balls Bd1ðwÞCU and
Bd2ðSðwÞÞCV for some d1; d240; such that the map S : Bd1ðwÞ-Bd2ðSðwÞÞ is a
surjection.
Calculating SðwÞ we ﬁnd, using the deﬁnition of w; that
SðwÞ ¼ ðu0; QNðwÞ 
 QðwÞÞ:
Next let
qeðt; wÞ :¼ wðt=eÞ½QNðwÞ 
 QðwÞ
for some e40; where
wðsÞ ¼ 0 sp1;
1 s42

is a smooth function satisfying 0pwp1:
We claim that if t is sufﬁciently small then ðu0; qeðt; wÞÞ is within the ball
Bd2ðSðwÞÞ: The claim is justiﬁed as follows:
jjðu0; qeðt; wÞÞ 
SðwÞjj2Lmp 2ðjju0 
 u0jj2H2mþ1ðM2Þ þ jjqeðt; wÞ 
 QNðwÞ þ QðwÞjj2P m
0
Þ
¼ 2jjð1
 wðt=eÞÞðQNðwÞ 
 QðwÞÞjj2P m
0
¼ 2jjð1
 wðt=eÞÞðQNðwÞ 
 QðwÞÞjj2Pm
0;2e
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Observing Lemma 5.4 we therefore have to have control on the following terms:
ðiÞ jj1
 wðt=eÞjj2NjjQNðwÞ 
 QðwÞjj2Pm
0;2e
;
ðiiÞ jj1
 wðt=eÞjj2Pm
0;2e
jjQNðwÞ 
 QðwÞjj2N:
Note here that we have taken N large enough so that QNðwÞ 
 QðwÞALNðM2 
½0;NÞÞ: Controlling (i) is easy: the ﬁrst factor is 1, and the second factor is Oðe2Þ; by
Corollary 5.3. Controlling (ii) is a little more subtle; this time the second factor can
be controlled using Lemma 4.5, and so by Corollary 5.3 is Oðe2Þ; but the ﬁrst factor
causes some problems. Calculating this factor we ﬁnd
jj1
 wðt=eÞjj2Pm
0;2e
¼
Xm
k¼0
Z 2e
0
jj@ kt ð1
 wðt=eÞÞjj2H2m
2kðM2Þ dt
pC
Xm
k¼0
Z 2e
0
1
e2k
dt
¼ 2C
Xm
k¼0
1
e2k
1
:
Thus term (ii) is Oðe3
2mÞ:
We then have
jjðu0; qeðt; wÞÞ 
SðwÞjj2L1COðeÞ;
and with that we may conclude that there is an e40 such that
ðu0; qeðt; wÞÞABd2ðSðwÞÞCL1: ð5:12Þ
Since S is a local diffeomorphism between P mþ10 and L
m for any m; (5.12) implies
that there is a function uAP20 satisfyingSðuÞ ¼ ðu0; qeðt; wÞÞ; which then implies that
SðuÞ ¼ ðu0; 0Þ for all tpe: That is to say that (5.1) has a local solution in the class
P20;e: The uniqueness of the solution and the continuity of its dependence on u0 are
artefacts of Theorem 4.7. &
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